THERMOGENIC DISCOVERY

How You Can Eat More and Burn Fat!
In the course of the
next three minutes,
the way you feel
about weight loss
will completely
change.

INSIDE:

The Powerful,
Thermogenic Weight Loss
Solution That Allows Your
Body to Burn Fat While
Actually Eating MORE of
The Right Kind Of Food
You Love!
PLUS:
Why conventional
diet plans are NOT
the answer, and…

The Shocking Truth Every TWO MINUTES,
someone in the U.S. dies
as a result of obesity and
overweight-related
health problems.
Learn how you can
take one simple step
and avoid this danger
with a powerful program
that produces
immediate results!

Dear Friend:

z

Before you read this letter, I
should warn you: over the
course of the next three
minutes, the way you feel about
weight loss will completely
change.
In a good way.
way.

z

z

A very good

That's because - as I'm about to
reveal - there's a hidden "secret"
to weight loss success that
allows you to…

z

Instantly - and safely - turn
your body into a turbocharged, fat-burning machine
Feel years younger within just
a matter of days
Easily avoid the potentially
dangerous, obesity-relatedhealth problems that face
millions of Americans
Finally get the body you've
always wanted… without all
the hard work and frustration
of complicated diet programs.

Simply put, I'm going to tell you
how you can burn fat…
and eat MORE. It's absolutely
true. And the reason you can
do this is because of a comprehensive, easy-to-follow program
that is unlike any other on the
market today.

But that has changed… in a big
way: American women are now
19th on the longevity list, while
men are now ranked 28th.
That's a frightening statistic because of our eating habits
and couch potato lifestyles,
we're actually taking years off
our lives!
Clearly, this is a serious issue.
And the evidence is overwhelming: obesity-related health problems increase with age. So it's
important that you take action today! - in order to live a longer,
healthier life.

Best of all, this proprietary,
ephedra-free program - which
is customized to your specific
body type - incorporates a
combination of simple components, each with a proven
history of success.

But before I go any further… let
me reassure you that the dangers you now face - and the
struggles you may have faced
when trying to lose weight - are
not your fault.

So how does this remarkable
program actually work?

You may have tried all the diets
out there - and really stuck with
it - and still you've struggled with
your weight.

I'll tell you more about that and I'll tell you how you can
get started on this revolutionary
new weight loss solution right
away - in just a moment. But
first, let me tell you about…
Obesity: The Preventable Killer
That Took 300,000 Lives Last
Year Alone!
The statistics are truly frightening. No matter how you slice it,
obesity is more than just a
"minor" health problem; it's
literally killing hundreds of Americans each and every day.
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Here's a chilling fact: 20 years
ago, the U.S. population was
at the very top of the world's
longevity list.
No one had
a longer life expectancy
than Americans.

How is this possible?
you the only one?

And are

Hardly. In fact, there are millions
of people like you with the
same experience.
And what makes it even more
tragic - aside from the wide
array of health problems related
to obesity - is how the struggle to
lose weight can affect each of
us on a personal level.
We've
We've
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all seen the stares.
all experienced the

Statistics/Facts
Americans spend more than
$33 billion a year on weightloss products and services.
However, the economic cost
of obesity in the United States
was about $117 billion in 2000.
Source: CDC study, March 2005

agony associated with something as simple as going to the
beach or shopping for new
clothes. Yes… we have all dealt
with the shame and embarrassment of being overweight in
today's America.
But it didn't have to be that way.
That's because - in spite of all
your hard work and dedication,
most of your weight loss efforts
were doomed to fail from the
beginning. But that's through no
fault of yours.
The truth is, you haven't failed.
Instead, the diet industry has
failed you!
You see - no matter what you
may have read…and no matter
what "conventional" wisdom
might suggest - losing weight is
not simply a function of will
power. Simply put, your own
desire for a healthier life - and a
better body - is not in question
here. Again, this goes against
what you may have been
taught, because…

restrict the types and amounts
of food you can eat. While
some people may experience
results on these starvation or
low-carb programs, the weight
loss is usually short lived as there
are fundamental problems with
these diets. In a starvation diet,
you may lose weight initially.
However, your body slows its
metabolism to adjust to this
reduced caloric intake and
starts storing the food you eat
as fat.
The "conventional wisdom" that
focuses on the "calories out"
component has you do hours
and hours of aerobic exercise
every week - PLUS hours and
hours of weight lifting - in order
to "speed up" your metabolism.
It's true that exercise is a valuable part of any comprehensive
wellness or weight reduction
program. But exercise alone is
not the answer. Did you know
that you can sweat for 30 minutes in the gym weight lifting
and you'll burn about 120 calories? Two slices of bread contain 140 calories! No wonder

why all that pain resulted in very
little gain.
Most Americans - just like you
and me - who have tried their
hardest to lose weight by
dieting and exercising, have
reached out for help of
some kind.
But that help simply hasn't
worked. Sure, you may have
had some short-term success…
but the results were always
temporary. And more often
than not we've invested time
and energy into a so-called
"quick fix" that just left us frustrated. Even worse, the weight that
comes back is more than what
was lost, resulting in the
dreaded "yo-yo" effect that
we've all had the misfortune
of experiencing.
That's because the overwhelming majority of the weight loss
programs available today tend
to focus on the wrong component of weight loss.
That conventional thinking - and
the narrow, single-minded focus

"Conventional" Diet Wisdom Is
WRONG, WRONG, WRONG!
Weight loss is a simple formula
where calories in have to be less
than calories out.
Conventional diets that focused
on the "calories in" component
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minutes, I'd like to tell you about
a few simple steps you can
take so that you can once
again take charge of your
own body and focus your
attention on the right component of weight loss… all with the
help of a revolutionary new program that is unlike any other
available today.
Just how is this program different? Two reasons come to mind
right away…
First and foremost - this program
actually works. Best of all, it
will help you lose weight safely
and effectively. This solution is
100% ephedra-free… and there
are absolutely no promises of
a "one-week, quick fix" with
this program. Instead, you will
lose weight consistently - and
best of all, once the pounds
come off, they'll stay off for
good because it focuses on the
right component.

of most conventional weight
loss products - is doing nothing
more than leading millions
of Americans down a path
of failure.
Don't believe me?
Take a look at the statistics.
Americans spend over $33
billion each year on weight loss
products or activities. But in
spite of this rabid spending,
America's obesity problem hasn't gotten better - it's actually
gotten worse.
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Later on in this letter, I'll actually
show you HOW it works. And I'll
also tell you how you can find
out for yourself with absolutely
no risk whatsoever.
The second reason this new program is different from the thousands of failures out there on the
market today is that it's simply
far more comprehensive than
any other available.
What is this right component?
Thermogensis

The fact of the matter is simple:
conventional wisdom is wrong.

As previously mentioned, weight
loss is primarily a function of two
important components: calories
in and calories out.

And that's why I'm writing you
today. Over the next few

Simply put, your ability to lose
weight has everything to do

with how quickly your body can
burn fat and how many calories
you take in on a daily basis.
Without question, the key to
losing weight quickly is to
accelerate your metabolism the rate at which your body
converts food into energy.
Thermogenesis is literally defined
as "generating heat," and
that's what your body does
through metabolism.
By design, your body is naturally
a fat-burning machine. Even
when you're simply sitting
around, you're burning fat as an
energy source.
Yes, that's right - even when
you're just sitting around.
The rate at which you burn fat is
dependant upon your BMR, or
Basal Metabolic Rate. Those
people you know who have a
fast metabolism - and have no
trouble staying thin regardless of
diet or inactivity - generally
have very fast metabolisms, or
high BMR.
Conversely, a person who has a
low BMR - a "slow" metabolism can still gain weight even when
they eat very little. As you've
probably guessed, it's all a factor of the BMR.
So the key is finding a way to
increase your BMR… because
doing so will allow you to
increase the amount of fat
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Statistics/Facts
"The new analysis found that
obesity - being extremely
overweight - is indisputably
lethal"
Source: Associated Press, April 20, 2005

you burn.

great you'll feel when you finally
start enjoying weight loss success - with a solution that doesn't force you to starve yourself or
give up any of the foods
you love and are good for you!

Wouldn't it be great if we could
simply "reprogram" our metabolism so that we could eat MORE
of the foods we love… and still
lose weight at the same time?

But hold on a minute… I'm just
getting warmed up.

Sure it would.
Well I'm writing you today to tell
you it is possible to maximize
your thermogenic potential and
boost your metabolism.

You see, as I said before, the
powerful ThermoBlitz supplement is just the first of three highimpact components to the
ThermoLife Solution.

Turn Your Body Into a Supercharged Fat-Burning Machine
Thermogenesis is the key to our
comprehensive weight loss
program, the ThermoLife Solution. This revolutionary weight
loss solution is the only one of its
kind… and it virtually guarantees weight loss success with
a comprehensive, 3-pronged
approach to helping increase
your body's metabolism and
reducing your body's propensity
to store fat.
The first component of our powerful "one-two-three" punch the ThermoLife Solution - is
designed to help raise your
Basal
Metabolic
Rate. It's a powerful
supplement called
ThermoBlitz, and it
helps increase your
BMR by using a proprietary combination of thermogenic
ingredients.
Simply put, this small capsule
helps you in a number of beneficial ways, including…
z

Increased energy - allowing
you to get more done and
feel better throughout the day

z

z

z

Increased metabolism - helping your body burn fat at a
higher rate; the absolute #1
key to weight loss success
Maintains healthy muscle - by
increasing metabolism, more
weight loss comes from
burning fat… as opposed to
the damaging, muscular
weight loss so common in
many diet programs
And perhaps best of all,
because your body will be
burning fat at a higher rate,
there's absolutely no need
to stop eating the right kind of
foods you love.

ThermoBlitz alone is very effective just by itself in helping turn
your body into a fat-burning
machine - simply by boosting
your metabolism. You'll soon be
getting good stares again as
you walk down the street. Your
friends will beg you for details on
how you've done it… and you'll
look great in all the new clothes
you'll need to go out and buy to
fit your new, slimmer body!
Imagine for a moment how

I know what you're thinking: "Uh
oh… here it comes. Here comes
the part where I'll have to starve
myself or eat some ridiculous
combination of foods in order
for this program to work."
Well I'm here to tell you: nothing
could be further from the truth.
You'll be able to eat MORE of
the right kind of foods - and still
weigh less - thanks to the easyto-follow ThermoLife Solution.
That's because the ThermoLife
Solution also includes a second
powerful component designed
to help you lose weight quickly,
safely and effectively.
What is this second component
and how will it benefit you?
Allow me to explain. It's called
SoluLife, and it's a nutrientdense drink mix
that promotes a
healthy cardiovascular,
digestive
and immune system. And - most
importantly - it
helps your body not
store fat.
Not only will ThermoBlitz help
boost your metabolism so you
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burn more fat, but SoluLife will
help reduce your body's inclination to store fat. This synergistic
combination is crucial for the
success of any long-term weight
management
program
to
increase your metabolism…
shed those extra pounds… keep
the weight off… and decrease
fat storage.
These two powerful supplements work together in a way
that exponentially raises your
chances of weight loss success.
In fact, this combination is much
more powerful than taking just a
single component all by itself.
I'll tell you more about just how
these two ingredients work in
tandem in just a moment. But
first, let me answer the question
that's most likely on the tip of
your tongue:
How does SoluLife work… and
how will it help me to lose
weight?
Allow me to explain…
In addition to increased metabolism, another important factor
affecting weight loss - more

"Dear sirs, thank you for your
program. I had a difficult time
losing weight even with exercise
until I came across your information. I have lost 17 pounds in a
three-month period. Although I
don't have pictures to show my
weight loss progress, the proof is
in the comments made by coworkers and family members
who asked me what I have been
doing. Also my clothes are fitting
me much looser."
R. Marcotti
Lowell, MA
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specifically, the storage of fat in the body is how your body
reacts to food.
When you eat food especially
carbohydrates - insulin is
released. Insulin is an
important
hormone
that tells the cells of
the body to take in the
sugar when the food
is digested.
But insulin also tells your
body to store fat. So
an important component of any successful
weight loss program is
to control your blood
sugar and insulin levels.
You see, SoluLife is a
thermogenic
aid…
and that's important
because, after all,
what good is it to turn your body
into a fat-burning machine if
your body keeps storing fat from
the foods you eat?
That's why your successful
weight loss program absolutely
must include a component to
address this important issue.
And that's precisely
SoluLife comes in.

where

SoluLife helps you control your
blood sugar levels so you can
minimize the fat storing properties of insulin.
One more thing - that's not all
that SoluLife does for you. In
addition to helping control
blood sugar, SoluLife…
z

Helps
promote
cholesterol

healthy

z

z

z

z

Helps detoxify the body
Allows you to give your
immune system a muchneed boost
Helps create a feeling of
satiety, so you don't always
feel so hungry
And Helps optimize digestive
health.

If you were to simply use the
above two components of
ThermoLife Solution regularly, I
have no doubt whatsoever that
you'd see instant results. In fact,
you'd probably experience
greater weight loss success than
with any other product you've
ever tried.
But the ThermoLife Solution
actually goes one step further.
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The third component of the
ThermoLife Solution features
the revolutionary ThermoType
Nutrition Program.
This is a
unique, nutrition program that
actually allows you to identify
your specific body type and will
help you maximize your thermogenic potential.
You see, your body has the
potential to be a high-performing thermogenic machine. But
the key to maximizing its
performance is finding out
what your specific thermogenic
type is.
The ThermoType Nutrition Program will tell you exactly what
your body needs in order to
process energy - and prevent
fat storage - in the most effective way possible.
And that's exactly what the
ThermoType Nutrition Program
does: it will allow you to identify
your specific thermogenic type
and then allow you to - quickly
and easily - add just the right mix
and right amounts of foods to
help your body operate at maximum efficiency.
In short, your body will go from
being like a vehicle with a simple, four-cylinder engine… to
becoming a turbocharged

Statistics/Facts
"Most studies show an
increase in mortality rate
associated with obesity…
Obese individuals have a 50
to 100 percent increased risk
of death from all causes,
compared
with
normalweight individuals."
Source: http://win.niddk.nih.gov/statis
tics/index.htm

racecar - all by simply recognizing which type of food fuel is
best for your body "engine."
Based on your specific thermo
characteristics and nutritional
requirements, we put together
a customized eating plan
designed in such a way that
maximum results can be
achieved - both by increasing
your body's ability to burn
fat and by managing your
caloric intake.
ThermoType is not a diet plan.
Notice the first 3 letters in diet
are "DIE." You certainly will not
starve to death on our
ThermoType Nutrition program.
In fact, you may be eating more
than you ever have, eating the
right kind of foods, and not the
bland tasting, unfulfilling meals
you've come to know from all
sorts of "DIE"ts.
And best of all, one of the key
reasons why you'll have success
with the ThermoType Nutrition
Program is that you'll get to eat
MORE of the right kind foods…all
while turning your body into a
fat burning machine..
Sound too good to be true?
Let me assure you it's not - as I
said earlier, there are no false
promises of a "miracle" oneweek body change with our
ThermoLife Solution. After all,
we all know that the only way
“to lose weight - and keep it
off - is to shed the pounds
consistently… and to follow a
program designed to help you
improve your overall health in
the long term.

Sleep Yourself Thin!
ThermoLife Solution frees
you from hunger and late
night snacking…lets you
burn stored fat while you
sleep like a baby!
When your body's metabolism is
functioning properly, you can
burn a large amount of calories
while you sleep.
But if your metabolism is stuck in
first gear - or if your blood sugar
levels aren't properly regulated you'll tend to gain weight while
you sleep!
That's because most people with
insulin problems are constantly
hungry - and they tend to eat large
amounts of food or snacks late in
the evening. This means their
body has to process all that food
while it's sleeping. So instead of
burning fat, your body has no
choice but to store fat while you're
just lying there!
ThermoLife Solution solves that
problem by reducing your body's
production of insulin - thus curbing your appetite and allowing you
to burn fat more efficiently -while
you sleep!

The ThermoLife Solution is NOT
designed as a "short-cut" instead, this program is very real
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and the benefits you'll see over
both the short and long-term
are quite dramatic. Our powerful, ephedra-free ThermoLife
Solution is…
z

easy to follow

z

it's inexpensive

z

…and you can try it with
absolutely NO RISK.

Again, I'll tell you more about
how you can try this solution risk-free - in just a moment.
The Powerful, Thermogenic
"One-Two-Three Punch" That
Helps You Weigh Less…
While Still Eating MORE of the
Foods You Love
It's absolutely true - by following
the ThermoLife Solution, you'll
finally be able to weigh less…
and eat MORE.
That's because the ThermoLife
Solution is a comprehensive,
easy-to-follow, ephedra-free
solution that is unlike any other
on the market today.
And best of all, this proprietary

ThermoLi
"How Does
ThermoBlitz work?"
ThermoBlitz contains a synergistic blend of powerful thermogenic factors and nutrients to help boost your
body's metabolism, safely
and naturally.
Green Tea is a potent natural
antioxidant and a powerful
thermogenic agent that
increases
metabolism.
Additionally, Green Tea may
also act as a glucose regulator to slow the damaging
effects of insulin.
Garcinia Cambogia is a
herbal thermogenic co-factor that is known to inhibit the
synthesis of fatty acids and
may also inhibit the body's
conversion of extra calories
to body fat.
Guarana Extract is a natural
herb and a powerful thermogenic agent that has been
used for centuries to help
boost energy and maintain
stamina
and
physical
endurance.

Cayenne Pepper is a herbal
thermogenic co-factor that
has been used for thousands
of years to help aid in digestion and improve circulation.
Chromium Polynicotinate the most powerful form of
Chromium, which is a trace
mineral that is essential for
energy production and helps
maintain stable blood sugar
levels.
All
these
nutrients
in
ThermoBlitz have been carefully selected and balanced
in the proper ratio to help
restore your body's ability to
convert food to energy and
not fat. You'll burn fat at a
higher rate, maintain healthy
muscle and have increased
energy to boot.

L-Carnitine is an amino acid
that aids in the fat-burning
process and helps increase
energy. L-Carnitine has also
been found to be extremely
helpful to improve cardiovascular health.
Tumeric is a herbal thermogenic co-factor that possesses potent antioxidant properties and help improve cardiovascular health.
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FAT

solution goes the "extra mile" of
incorporating a combination of
simple components, each with
a proven history of success.

ife Solution

Component #1 - Increase your
body's metabolism - and turn
your body into a fat-burning
machine - thanks to the
ThermoBlitz component of the
ThermoLife Solution. You'll burn
fat at a higher rate, maintain
healthy muscle and have
increased energy to boot. And
best of all, you don't have to
starve yourself - by cranking up
the volume on your body's
metabolism, you can actually
eat MORE of the right kind
of foods!

1. ThermoBlitz
- Contains a powerful
blend of thermogenic
co-factors to boost
metabolism.
2. SoluLife
- Contains a synergistic blend of nutrients
that helps control
insulin so your body
doesn't store fat.
3. ThermoType
Nutrition Program
- Customized eating
program based on
your unique
Thermogeic Body
Type to optimize your
body's metabolism so
you burn more fat.

SLIM

"How Does
SoluLife work?"
SoluLife is a nutrient-rich soluble
fiber drink mix that you take
twice each day, about 30 minutes before meal time. SoluLife
helps promote a healthy cardiovascular, digestive and
immune system
This great-tasting drink not only
provide four grams of soluble
fiber per serving - important for
a number of health benefits - it
also creates a feeling of satiety
so you don't eat more than your
body needs to run at its optimum level.
SoluLife will help you regulate
your body's blood sugar level and minimize the fat-storing
properties of insulin. You'll actually make a drastic change - for
the better - in the way your
body process food…and the
pounds will begin to melt away!

Component #2 - Regulate your
body's blood sugar level - and
minimize the fat-storing properties of insulin - with the SoluLife
component of the ThermoLife
Solution. You'll actually make a
drastic change - for the better in the way your body processes
food… you'll STOP storing fat
from the foods you eat… and
the pounds will begin to
melt away!
Component #3 - Eat, Eat, and
Eat. The ThermoType Nutrition
Program will identify your specific thermogenic body type and
this will tell you the foods that
are right for you in order to
maximize your body’s thermogenic potential with each and
every meal.
Here's What You'll Experience
Soon
After
Starting
the
ThermoLife Solution
z

You'll notice almost immediately that you no longer have
"highs and lows" during the
day.
That's because your
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blood sugar will be well
balanced, and you won't
"crash" after a meal. Imagine
how much more you'll get
done at work and around
the house!
z

z

z

z

You will then notice that you
have so much energy all
throughout the day, you won't
even want coffee or other
caffeinated beverages. You
certainly won't need them like
you do now.
You also won't be tempted to
over-eat. Your appetite will
be much healthier… but NOT
suppressed. You won't feel
the need to stuff yourself, but
you'll still continue to eat the
foods that are good for you.
You'll sleep like a baby, and
you won't wake up during the
night. That's because your
system will be so well
balanced and cleared of
toxins, your body will be free
to do its work of regenerating
itself while you sleep.
Before long, your increased

metabolism will mean you'll
start to notice that the clothes
you wear are too loose
around your waist and hips.
(Darn! I hope you didn't throw
away your "former" wardrobe,
because you're going to need
it while you go shopping for
smaller clothes in the latest
seasonal styles!)

"Obesity is a major risk factor
for many chronic illnesses,
including diabetes and heart
disease. With about 30 percent of U.S. adults now
obese, treating these conditions is a leading driver of
double-digit health care
insurance premium hikes."

ThermoLife Solution Also Gives
You Long-Term Good Health
and Helps You Avoid Potentially
Dangerous Problems
The short-term benefits of the
ThermoLife Solution are truly
amazing. But the long-term
benefits of all this are even more
critical to your health and
well-being.
As I mentioned earlier, insulin
resistance, physical inactivity
and obesity can eventually
lead to some of the worst kinds
of
age-related
conditions,
such as…
Cardiovascular disease… high
cholesterol, cortisol, homocysteine, and C-reactive protein
levels… diabetes… blindness…
hypertension…even cancer…
Alzheimer's…blood clots and
stroke… premature aging… and
finally death.
All of this may sound very
depressing - because it is!
As a nation, we've become
increasingly overweight. And
the sedentary lifestyle of the
average American only complicates matters.
For years, many of us have struggled to find that perfect solution
to lose weight… but we've been
deceived by false promises and
horribly bad advice.
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Statistics/Facts

Source: Reuters story, 6/27/05

No matter how hard we've tried
- and no matter how many different diets we've tried - most of
us have continued to struggle
without any hope.
But it doesn't have to be
that way.
With the revolutionary ThermoLife Solution, you can supercharge your body's metabolism
and regulate your blood sugar all in an easy-to-follow, customized
solution
designed
specifically to meet your spedific body’s needs.
And best of all - you'll be able to
lose weight while actually eating MORE of the foods that are
right for you!
Your new body - the one you've
dreamed of for years - is now
actually within reach.
All
because of this unique combination - addressing both your
body's metabolism and insulin
levels - that helps you lose
weight for the long term… while
still enjoying the foods that are
good for you.
But prepare yourself! You'll be
overwhelmed with compliments
from your friends. Neighbors will
whisper about how you've done
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it. You'll "wow" them all at your
high school reunion. And you'll
finally be able to take that
vacation at the beach without
fear of embarrassment!
And you can accomplish all of
this just by following one simple
solution: the ThermoLife Solution.
This "one-two-three punch" - the
special blend of ThermoBlitz and
SoluLife together with the
ThermoType Nutrition Programprovides you with the most comprehensive weight loss solution
available today. It's far more
powerful than any single component undertaken alone…
and best of all, you can try it
RISK FREE!
Our Special Introductory Offer!
The regular retail price of
ThermoBlitz is $66.65 for a onemonth supply. The normal retail
price of SoluLife is also $66.65
per month. And the ThermoType Nutrition Program alone
costs $99.

But right now, as a way
of introducing the above 3 powerful combination - the ThermoLife Solution - to our most valued
customers, we're drastically
reducing the price to just $79.98
for a 30-day supply of BOTH the
ThermoBlitz and SoluLife if you
order within the next seven
days, and we'll include the
ThermoType Nutrition Program
absolutely FREE!
That's right, you get all three
components of the ThermoLife
Solution for just $79.98.

Statistics/Facts
The leading causes of death
in 2000 were:
1. Tobacco (435 000 deaths;
18.1% of total US deaths)
2. Poor diet and physical
inactivity (400 000 deaths;
16.6%)
3. Alcohol consumption (85
000 deaths; 3.5%).
Source: CDC study, March 2005

That's a discount of more than
$152… or 65% off the regular
retail price.
But wait - it gets even better.
If you order two 30-day supplies
of ThermoBlitz and SoluLife now
at our reduced rate, we'll send
you a third 30-day supply of
both ThermoBlitz and SoluLife
absolutely FREE! And you'll still
get the ThermoType Nutrition
Program absolutely FREE. That's
a total retail value of nearly $500
for just $159.96!
And, for those of you who would
like to "stock up" on the
ThermoLife Solution and save a
ton of money at the same time,
we're offering you a very special, unheard of deal…
Buy Three, Get Two FREE… Plus,
a Special "Knockout" Gift
I'm very excited about this spectacular offer because those of
you who buy three 30-day supplies of the ThermoLife Solution
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What is MD Gee-h Pro?
- More and Better Sex
- Improved Mood
You will feel young when you take
this safe, convenient supplement
as your body is refreshed like never
before!
What is MD Gee-h Pro?
And why am I willing to simply give
it away as a FREE gift with this
special offer?

By combining the comprehensive
ThermoLife Solution with MD
Gee-h Pro, you'll give your body
yet another powerful weapon in the
battle to lose weight. As a matter
of fact, the "fight" to shed those
pounds won't even be a fair fight
when MD Gee-h Pro is added to
the mix.

Let me answer the second question
first - I'm so convinced that our
comprehensive
ThermoLife
Solution will work for you, that I Be sure to order the "Buy 3 Get 2
want to make it almost impossible Free" Best Plan to get your one
for you NOT to give it a try.
month supply of MD Gee-h Pro
absolutely FREE!
MD Gee-h Pro is a natural nutritional supplement tablet that you
simply dissolve in water and drink
at night just before bedtime. MD
Gee-h Pro contains an exact blend
of pituitary and hypothalamus
glandular tissues, amino acids and
antioxidant cocktail that may help
stimulate the hypothalamus and
pituitary glands to help improve
growth hormone levels. Increased
growth hormone levels have been
associated with reduced body fat
and increased muscle mass - two
extremely important benefits in
helping you to loose weight, keep it
off, and keep your body in a maximum thermogenic state.

will actually get a powerful gift.
First and foremost, however, is
the remarkable price discount if you buy three 30-day supplies
of both ThermoBlitz and SoluLife,
we'll throw in two more of both
products FREE of charge. And
of course, you'll get the ThermoType Nutrition Program absolutely FREE. You'll get over $765
worth of value for just $199.98.
You'll receive a total of FIVE
months' worth of ThermoLife
Solution for the price of just
THREE - at our reduced introductory rate!
But it gets even better.
Because those customers who
take advantage of the "Buy
Three, Get Two Free" offer will
also receive - FREE of charge - a
30-day supply of MD Gee-h Pro,
our extremely popular glandular
system that helps coordinate
the endocrine glands in the
body, thus ensuring that your
body will run in an optimum
state. (For more information,
see the box at left.)
So allow me to recap.
Those customers who take
advantage of this special offer and pay for just three months'
worth of ThermoLife Solution will receive…
z

Other benefits of MD Gee-h Pro
include:
- Improved Sleep
- More Energy
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FIVE months worth of both

"I have tried many diets without
success, but since I have been in
your program, my weight has
dropped from 182 lbs to 158 lbs.
It has a very pleasant taste and I
enjoy taking it."
M. Drowne
Phoenix, AZ

FREE gift - all with no risk. That's
because of our…

Statistics/Facts
Grim problems associated
with inactivity:
z

z

z

100% Money-Back Guarantee!

Earlier death -- The U.S.
population dropped from
first on the longevity list 20
years ago to 19th for
women and 28th for
men today.

We're absolutely convinced
that you'll be thrilled with how
much weight you lose - and
how healthy you feel - once
you've had a chance to try our
customized ThermoLife Solution.

Earlier onset of adult, or type
2, diabetes -- The Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention predicts the
number of type 2 diabetes
cases will triple to 39 million
by 2050.

So that's why we are willing to
offer you this revolutionary
weight-loss solution at such a
deep discount.

Onset of different types of
cancer -- Research has
linked inactivity to breast
cancer, colon cancer, and
pancreatic cancer.

Source: Ivanhoe.com story June 6, 2005

ThermoBlitz
and
supplements…
z

z

z

SoluLife

These powerful supplements
will help turbocharge your
metabolism and regulate your
blood sugar levels…
ThermoType Nutrition Program,
which is customized specifically to meet the needs of
your body type… and it will
allow you to lose weight while
still
eating
the
foods
you love…
And you'll also receive a one
month supply of MD Gee-h
Pro, our remarkable glandular
system designed to help
maximize the beneficial effects
of the ThermoLife Solution..

You get all of this - FIVE months
for the price of three, plus your

But if for any reason, you find
that you're not totally satisfied
with this amazing program, simply return the unused portions to
me within 90 DAYS after you
receive your shipment - and we
will gladly return every penny
you paid for the product, with
the exception of shipping and
handling. Keep the ThermoType
Nutrition Program as a free gift
simply for trying the ThermoLife
Solution.

Use the product daily. Put it to
the test.
If the ThermoLife
Solution doesn't help you lose
excess weight within 90 days,
we don't think you should have
to pay for it. It's that simple.
That's how confident we are
that you'll love our breakthrough
weight loss solution. There's
nothing else that even comes
close on the market today.
That's a fact. And you can't
get it anywhere but from
eAntiAging Inc.
We're a small - but rapidly growing - company on the leading
edge of anti-aging science and
breakthrough nutritional supplementation. We have thousands
of customers like you all across
the country, from all walks of life,
who love our products.

By making an offer like this, we
want to ensure that you don't
have to take our word about
any of this. We would like you to
see first-hand just how great you
will look and feel with the
ThermoLife Solution.

Statistics/Facts
"Between 1987 and 2002, private spending on obesitylinked medical problems
mushroomed from $3.6 billion,
or 2 percent of all health
spending, to $36.5 billion or
11.6 percent of spending, the
study, published in the journal
Health Affairs, found."
Source: Reuters story, 6/27/05
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P.S. Don't forget to take advantage of our special introductory pricing… and our
offer that includes the FREE
gift of MD Gee-h pro.

And we're proud to help introduce you to this breakthrough
new solution that will allow you
to weigh less… and eat MORE of
the foods you love. All by simply
boosting your metabolism and
regulating your blood sugar. It
really isn't any more complicated than that.

Why not give your body all
the tools it needs to - finally!
- shed those extra pounds
and begin feeling great
again?

Simply put, ThermoLife Solution
is the perfect weight loss solution
to help you shed those extra
pounds - and avoid potentially
dangerous health problems in
the
fastest,
healthiest
way possible.

With MD Gee-h pro, you'll
help ensure that your body
operates in an optimum
state… and you'll help
maximize your chance for
weight loss success!

If you're overweight and struggling to lose those extra pounds,
why not order your risk-free trial
supply today!

Call and place your no-risk
order today!

1-877-912-9918

The number to call, TOLL-FREE,
is…

14

1-877-912-9918

Sincerely yours,

Call now!

Name
Title

All statements found in this publication have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
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Now You Can Turn Your Body Into a
Turbo-Charged, Fat-Burning Machine…

3

Please send me a risk-free trial supply of ephedrafree ThermoLife Solution - the only weight loss
solution of its kind specifically designed to tackle
multiple pathways to weight loss success!

YES!

I want to lose weight, feel
years younger and get the body I've always
wanted! All by eating MORE of the right kind
of foods I love - by following the remarkable
ThermoLife Solution!

I understand that I'm fully protected by your ironclad 100% Money-Back Guarantee of Satisfaction,

which says I can get 100% of my money back in 90
days (with the exception of shipping and
handling) if I'm not
totally satisfied with
ThermoLife Solution.
On that risk-free basis,
I'm choosing the
money-saving option
indicated below!

SAVE EVEN MORE MONEY With Our "Lifetime Discount Plan"!!!
Want to save thousands of dollars on your supplements? You can!

The Lifetime Discount Plan you choose today is the
super-low price you'll pay forever!

By enrolling in our "Lifetime Discount Plan," you can
"lock in" the super-low discount prices we're offering
you today!

On that risk-free basis, I'm choosing the money-saving
option indicated below!

Just select your preferred Lifetime Discount Plan
below, and you'll never pay more than the prices
listed here!

For faster service, Call TOLL-FREE

Plus, with the Lifetime Discount Plan that you choose,
we'll automatically send your ThermoLife to you at the
appropriate time and then charge your account. That
way, you'll never be without your ThermoLife - and
you'll avoid any future price increases! (You can cancel the Lifetime Discount Plan at any time.)

1-8
8 77-9
9 12-9
9 918
Or FAX your order to

( 6 2 6 ) 9 1 2 -0
0198

Our Iron-Clad 100%
Money-Back Guarantee
If, at any time within 90 days after you
receive your supply of ThermoLife,
you're not completely satisfied with how
much better you feel… how much more
energy you have… and how much
weight you're losing - simply return the
unused portions of the product and we
will send you a 100% no-questionsasked refund of your purchase price with
the exception of shipping and handling.

On that better-than-risk-free basis, here’s my enrollment and how I want to be billed...

Select a Lifetime Discount Plan Option

Regular
Price

Your Best Deal (5 Month Supply)
Buy THREE 30-Day Supplies of ThermoLife and get 2
more jars FREE… plus a FREE supply of MD Gee-h Pro!
You pay just $199.98 for five months' worth of
ThermoLife plus the FREE supply of MD Gee-h pro…
all together, that combination retails for $749.82…
but you pay just a fraction of that - your TOTAL
SAVINGS is a whopping $549.84!

$749.82

Lifetime
Discount
Price

$199.98

Shipping &
Handling Quantity
Price*

Sub Total
$
Shipping/
Handling*

$9.99

$
Sales Tax**

Your Great Deal (3 Month Supply)

$399.90

$159.98

$9.99

$

Total $

Buy TWO 30-Day Supplies of ThermoLife and get 1 more jar FREE!
You pay just $159.98 for a total of THREE 30-Day Supplies, which
would otherwise cost you $399.90! That's a total SAVINGS of $239.92!

Your Good Deal (1 Month Supply)

$133.33

Buy ONE 30-Day Supply of ThermoLife and SAVE $53.35!
You pay just $79.98. (The regular retail price of ThermoLife is
$133.33 per 30 day supply.)

$79.98

* Add $10 to S/H for Rush orders.
** California Residents add 8.25% sales tax to subtotal and Shipping/Handling.

Shipping Information:

PAYMENT METHOD

Name
Phone

$7.99

Email (for notification of shipment)

(choose either Credit Card or Check)
Credit Card - Please charge my:

Street Address
Country
Zip
City
State
I want to enroll in the Lifetime Discount Plan. I confirm that I want my ThermoLife solution shipped to me every
month (or every 3 months for the Great Plan option, or every 5 months for the Best Plan option). I want to automatically pay my bill to eAntiAging Inc. by debiting and transferring funds from my checking or credit card account.
For Autoship payments by check, I authorize my bank to make payments to eAntiAging Inc. and post my specified
checking account for the amount of the payment. I understand that I can cancel my Lifetime Discount Plan at
any time.
Signature

Date

Card Number #

/
Expiration Date
Check/Money Order Enclosed Make payable to: eAntiAging Inc.

CHECK TERMS: THIS AUTHORIZATION WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL 30 DAYS AFTER YOUR WRITTEN NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF THIS AUTHORIZATION IS RECEIVED BY EANTIAGING INC. IN THE EVENT THAT ANY ELECTRONIC DEBIT OR
TRANSFER IS RETURNED AFTER REDEPOSIT, I AGREE THAT A $20.00 RETURN ITEM FEE WILL BE CHARGED TO MY ACCOUNT ELECTRONICALLY OR DRAFTED.

Mail this entire form in the enclosed envelope to:

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY

ST - v.1.0
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Eat More and Burn Fat!
INSIDE:
The "secret" to weight loss success.
Now you can lose weight, feel younger
- and get the body you've always
wanted… All while Eating MORE of the
Right Kind of Foods

WARNING: After you read about this shocking letter…
your entire outlook on losing weight will completely change.
PRESORTED
STANDARD
US POSTAGE
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